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Notes from a Shadow Cow
In the early weeks of the outbreak, performance artists around the world
did not know what to do. Locked out of their spaces, many migrated to the
internet to keep their craft alive. I lost count of how many people asked me
if Herbert the Cow was planning a live streamed show. I told everyone that
while tempting, that was not for me. For better or for worse, our specialty is
creating unconventional experiences for live audiences. Also... technology is
kind of my worst enemy.

Theatre is never easy. It is truly an act of passion. There are countless
barriers to overcome when trying to mount a show. Many walls to climb and
we climb them out of love for what we do. The pandemic created a whole
new wall for us (or set of walls?) but we knew we would find a way.

As restrictions slowly started to ease, the province announced that churches
were permitted to hold “drive-in” services. That’s all we needed to hear and
so we started plotting our next move!

In such an uncertain year, community is more important than ever, and we
knew that we couldn’t do something like this alone. Nasty Shadows is the
perfect partner for us. Fredericton’s two most fringe companies. Together
for the first time... and what a strange time it’s been!
Corenski Nowlan – Herbert the Cow Productions
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Notes from a Cow’s Shadow
“Garage Theatre” is THE FIFTH WALL; it’s where the Shadows seem most at
home; it’s what we do. “Garage Theatre” all stems from the ideas of a bunch
of friends just “jamming” in the garage to be a band (or make a play), and also
this notion I read as a young actor in the early 90s, a quote published in the
early 1970s by the incomparable English theatre magician, Peter Brook:
“I can take any empty space and call it a bare stage. A man walks across
this empty space whilst someone else is watching him, and this is all is
for an act of theatre to be engaged.”
Brook’s thought has guided me through my life of theatre making. And so
here we all are, these wonderful theatre artists and you, the gracious
audience, in an empty lot on the STU campus thanks to Corenski having the
idea, reaching out and asking me if I thought this would work and whether I’d
like to participate. An enthusiastic, “YES!” from me at a time when creating
something seemed more than needed. I am grateful we have all gathered to
share in the world of storytelling together.
We welcome you to our empty space.
Scott Shannon – Nasty Shadows Theatre Co.
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THE FIFTH WALL
TEAM
Project Producer

Corenski Nowlan

Project Producer

Scott Shannon

Project Stage Manager

Devin Rockwell

Performance photography
Photography/Graphic Design

Michael Holmes-Lauder
Circuit Witch + Pele Spohn
(Polar Bear Editing)

A BOVINELY NASTY THANKS TO:
Philip Cliff & St. Thomas University, Pastor Chad Billington, Anthony Bryan,
Betty Drost, Ryan Griffith, Brandon Hubbard, Mark Kilfoil, Chris Saad, Ilkay
Silk, UNB, Alicia McLaughlin, family, friends & you (the audience).

Thanks for coming out tonight!
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EULOGY
written by Jason McIntyre
CAST
J

Jason McIntyre

Directed by

Jason McIntyre

Dramaturgy

Anthony Bryan & Ryan Griffith

THE PLAY RUNS APPROX. 12min

Jason MacIntyre as ‘J’
A brother reflects on the passing of his conspiracy theorist sibling and their
decision to throw a party in the era of Covid-19.
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Portrait Of A Late-Twenties
Woman In Quarantine
written by Jilly Hanson
CAST
A

Mallory Kelly

B

Naomi Thais Mercedes McGowan

Dave

Brennan Garnett

Directed by

Brennan Garnett

Dramaturgy

Anthony Bryan & Ryan Griffith

THE PLAY RUNS APPROX. 20min

Naomi Thais Mercedes McGowan as ‘B’ & Mallory Kelly as ‘A’
A quirky pandemic themed comedy. Snappy and witty with biting social
commentary and observations about how the lockdown effects average
people, aspiring playwrights, and... house plants.
But maybe people aren't so different from plants?
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(in)Tangibles
written by Corenski Nowlan
CAST
SELENE

Circe Cain

PHOEBE
LUNA

Madison Lucas
Amanda Thorne

THE SICKNESS

Brianna Parker

THE DEVOTEE

Corenski Nowlan

Directed by

Corenski Nowlan

Dramaturgy

Anthony Bryan

THE PLAY RUNS APPROX. 22min

Corenski Nowlan as ‘THE DEVOTEE’

In a not too distant future, hyper sanitation and social distancing are not only
law but a way of life …
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The Cult of the Sanitation Sisters argue over a legendary artifact that is said
to have been the cause of the most deadly pandemic in history; “The
Happening.”
What is the mysterious Black Box? A mistake of science? A curse of
metaphysical magick?

Amanda Thorne as ‘LUNA’

Madison Lucas as ‘PHOEBE’ /
Brianna Parker as ‘THE SICKNESS’
In the year 2020, civilization all but collapsed, but from the ruins of the old
rose The World Governmental Organization. One unified, ruling body. A
guiding hand that would assure the few survivors were safe.
And clean.
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ISOLATION JONES(?)
written by Scott Shannon
CAST
JONES

Scott Shannon

Directed by

Scott Shannon

THE PLAY RUNS APPROX. 15min

Scott Shannon as ‘JONES’
After leaving at the end of A STORY JONES, the man JONES finds himself
alone, out in the world for the first time in many years. Now that he is free,
long after The Great Seclusion has begun, JONES is unsure how to live -- how
to tell a story now, out here in this new and changed world where nobody
gathers since all are under directive by The Agents: Evade the Other.
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COWS & SHADOWS
CIRCE CAIN has been involved in the performing arts since childhood. Her
training and experience in contemporary dance and acting for the stage and
screen has brought her all over Canada and the U.S.A. working with such
companies/schools as: The Lee Strasberg Institute, Stella Adler Studio, Sande
Shurin Acting Studio in NYC, and Dance Major Concordia University, Montreal,
QC. She wrote and performed in the Full Circle Aboriginal Ensemble program
in Vancouver, BC, which specializes in creating theatre from an Indigenous
perspective. She was last seen as ‘Rudi’ in Anthony Bryan’s Shoebox for the
Acts of Kindness Festival at the Black Box Theatre. She is very happy to be
returning to the stage for this production and would like to thank her family
and friends for their continued love and support.
BRENNAN GARNETT Is thrilled to be working alongside Nasty Shadows and
Herbert the Cow on this project! Some of his previous directing credits include
TUNB’s Some Girl(s) and Notable Acts Theatre Festival’s 2019 production of
Ribbit Ribbit. He would like to thank everyone involved with this project for
continuing to create theatre during the current crisis (and for making sure it’s
safe). He hopes that this show can provide its audience with a happy
distraction from the craziness of the outside world during these troubling
times.
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JILLY HANSON (she/her) is an actor from Woodstock, New Brunswick. She
lived in Fredericton for four years while attending St. Thomas University ('13
Grad) and was a member of the theatre community. She then moved to
Toronto where she attended George Brown Theatre School for their acting
program. After graduating from GB in 2016, she co-founded a theatre
company with two friends called Kindling Collective, where they strived to put
a feminist spark into classical text. Jilly moved back to Fredericton in October
2018 to work with the Calithumpians, and toured across the province with
them for the last two years. While she's first and foremost an actor, she's
been giving writing a try. Although she enjoys writing, she can't wait to get
back on stage! She hopes everyone is staying healthy, safe, and using their
voice to make change.
MALLORY KELLY is an emerging artist based in Fredericton, New Brunswick.
This is her first time working with both Herbert the Cow and Nasty Shadows
and she is thrilled to be doing so! Although creating theatre during a
pandemic has its challenges, having a dedicated cast and crew makes the
process worth it. Mallory would like to thank everyone involved in this
project, along with everyone who came out to support local artists. Here's to
you! Select credits include: Urinetown (STU musical theatre), Bone Cafe
(TUNB), As You Like It (TST).
MADISON LUCAS has been acting in her head since she was 9, but never made
the jump to acting until she was 19, but all that training in her head really paid
off because she was a natural. She has slowly been putting her foot in the
door, performing for STEEDS as well as TST, and has even been in a short film
for Frederiction's 48 hour Film competition, where she was nominated for
Best Supporting Actress. Madison has a BA with a major in Communications,
which she will use to hopefully market herself in this industry. She was so
excited when Corenski messaged her, and she knows you're going to love this
as much as she does!
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NAOMI THAIS MERCEDES McGOWAN is an emerging artist based in
Fredericton, NB. She recently graduated from St. Thomas University with a
major in Fine Arts and English. In January 2021, she is headed to Toronto to
attend Randolph College of Performing Arts. Her recent credits include
‘Rosalind’ in As You Like It and ‘Beggar Woman’ in Sweeney Todd. She is so
excited to be a part of this exciting project and hopes you enjoy the
experience.
JASON McINTYRE is a fourth-year philosophy student at St. Thomas
University who has been lucky enough to work with many of the arts groups
in Fredericton. He has acted in many local shows, produced events at St.
Thomas & The Cap, has had his scripts be produced by Notable Acts, and has
been doing stand-up comedy for years now (and is on the verge of starting to
get laughs). You may recognize him from his work with the Calithumpians,
where his sweaty Crocs have entertained the masses for the past several
years. He hopes to develop his skills as a playwright, director, collaborator,
and self-biography writer.
CORENSKI NOWLAN is a writer, actor, sometimes visual artist, and the Artistic
Director of Herbert the Cow Productions (pasteurized in 1999). His company
has staged 8 full length original productions, presented 7 Reader’s Theatre
shows, co-produced 6 projects with other companies, and had the Herbert
logo plastered on a bunch of other stuff including: zines, chapbooks, poetry
readings, writers’ workshops, and art shows. Due to the pandemic, he has had
2 shows in 2020 cancelled and even a 2021 show postponed! He has also
worked as an actor, director, and stage manager with Theatre St. Thomas,
NotaBle Acts, Theatre UNB, and the Next Folding Theatre Company. He was
last seen in Robbie Lynn’s Philosophia. This is his first time working with the
Nasty Shadows Theatre Company and considering his goth sensibilities, he
feels totally at home "playing in the Shadows."
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BRIANNA PARKER-TARASCO is some sort of artist (???) by day, poet by night.
If you've had to suffer through a Herbert the Cow show before you may have
seen her in Opi-Void (2018) and #Swipers/#Virex (2019). Fun fact! Though she
has a passion for makeup and costuming, in this show, she appears only in her
street clothes.
DEVIN ROCKWELL is a theatre artist and musician based out of Fredericton.
They are currently finishing up an odd degree pairing of Drama and
Neuroscience at UNB. Over the years Devin has developed a love for all roles
in theatre, from acting to set design, but has especially loved directing and
composition. And writing. Actually, all of it. Select credits include co-directing
The Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble with Alex Pannier, composing and
performing an original score for Concord Floral (TST), acting as technical
designer for Gullywhump (NBActs), and most recently writing a surreal one
act script selected for a reading by NBActs called Everything is Here.
SCOTT SHANNON has been performing and/or directing shows for Nasty
Shadows since co-founding the Company over 20 years ago. He lives in
Fredericton with his wife, Alicia, wasting time with his daughter Jena, and
grandson Owen, working for UNB Libraries by day. Having performed in many
productions with companies in Saint John and Fredericton over his life, across
Canada from coast to coast, the Shadow world is where Scott found his playful
home and where he spends most of his play time -- you can read about some
of those adventures on the Shadow site.
AMANDA THORNE is a third-year student at UNB. Having been in shows such
as Hinter (NotaBle Acts) and The Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble (TUNB).
Joining the Shadows in fall 2019 in a hilarious take on “Female Actor” in This
Is A Play (Nasty Shadows), she continues work on in the Shadow world with
developing Standing At Opposite Ends Are Ducy & Murdock. Amanda is
excited to partake in this Herbert show for THE FIFTH WALL!
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THEATRICAL THOUGHTS
-- FROM A 1997 INTERVIEW WITH DANIEL MACIVOR (Interviewer: PAUL HALFERTY)
Performance refers to the presence on stage of the actor as opposed to the
presence on stage of the character. We’ve been working towards a natural presence
on stage, a living, breathing being. To accomplish this, you start with the actor, the
person, not the character that exists on paper. It’s a mistake to lead actors to think
that they have to create a history for their character through some sort of
manipulation of ideas on paper. This is just busy work. An actor’s responsibility is to
touch their own soul, to stop thinking.

-- FROM A 1991 INTERVIEW WITH SAM SHEPARD
“I don't know one playwright. I don't hang out with playwrights. I can't say I dislike
them, but for the most part theatre doesn't interest me. I like writing plays because
they have so much movement, there's so much possibility of movement, and
language moves. But I'm not a theatre buff. Most theatre bores the hell out of me.
But I do like the possibilities. I think of all the forms that we've got now, probably
theatre has more possibilities than anything else. Really. Of real experimentation
and real surprise and real emotional contact with an audience ... [theatre] can put
all the elements in there. You've got music and actors and so many possibilities.
And language: language can do so many things.” (1991)

-- FROM THE OPEN DOOR by Peter Brook (1995)
“The eye of the audience is the first element which helps. If one feels this scrutiny
as a true expectation which demands at every moment that nothing be gratuitous,
that nothing can come from limpness, but all from alertness, one understands then
that the audience does not have a passive function. It does not need to intervene
or manifest itself in order to participate. It is a constant participant through its
awakened presence. This presence must be felt as a positive challenge, like a
magnet before which one cannot allow oneself to be “any-old-how”. In theatre,
“any-old-how” is the great and subtle enemy.” (p.18-19)
“The sacred is a transformation, in terms of quality, of that which is not sacred at
the outset. Theatre is based on relationships between humans who, because they
are human, are by definition not sacred. The life of a human being is the visible
through which the invisible can appear.” (p.72)
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